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M.Sc. Environmental Science Admission for 2016-17

❖ All the candidates are required to be present for Group Discussion on Tuesday 5th July, 2016 at 2:30 am at Seminar Hall, 1st Floor, near physics department.
❖ Topics for the group discussion may be any of the following
  1. Dombivli Industrial Disaster - How can we prevent future incidences
  3. Mangroves – ‘The Sentries of Shores’
  4. My Idea of A Green Campus
  5. Protecting Biodiversity for human survival.
  6. Dwindling Resources of Mumbai
  7. Use of Non-conventional Sources of Energy In India And in European Countries
  8. Pulses & Food Security in India
  10. Electronic Waste – A Waste or a Resource
  11. Biomedical Waste – Are we sitting on the ticking time bomb?
  12. Smart City – Is it Really Sustainable?
  13. Saga of Public initiatives for water conservations - A role model for drought prone areas of Maharashtra.
  14. Beijing on RED alert – Is Delhi spiralling down the same path?
  15. Indian Festivals – All noise but lost Soul.
❖ Students applying under sports quota shall produce their original sports certificates.
❖ They must bring original Marksheets for all semesters in triplicate.
❖ Students belonging to reserved categories shall carry with them original cast certificates and non-creamy layer certificates and verification certificates where ever applicable (Carry all certificates in Triplicates).
❖ Students applying under Gujarathi Minority quota must bring the certificate from the community.
❖ The candidates will be selected on the basis of their performance in the Group Discussion followed by personal interview.
❖ The first merit list will be declared on 27th July 2016 by 5:30 pm.
❖ The selected candidates are required to pay the fees within three days at the cash Counter.
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